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3. The of curv. (Confine)
In Paaph I of e print Cha, we have tablish the Frenet

formulae (3.) for a ce in a fiat orspace C=. But, thep
t adopt there g dn by a hwzi derenfi uafion, is

det oMy up to a homoaphic sfortion. The et form
(3.20) e not hvt und ts homoaphic fotion of the pa-

met t. Conuently, the cuar i), (, (=-i)ap there
e not coor qutig atch ininsicly to the cue.

In the next Paaph, we shl inoduce a pely, confor pamet
on a cue, d blish the pe confor en formuhe th

rpt to this confor pet
2. The Freer formulae witk rpect to a nfmal parater.
t us consider a hoapc Wafortion

at +b(3.) t et + d (- bc O)

of the projtivepam t. Then, the current point-hypersere S(0) defin
by (3.4) is trform into

(.25) so .( + dY S,o,

the t hypemphere S(1) dn]by 0.2) to
2c(3.26) S -,.d 4 d-&0) +,

d the pot-hyrhe S(=) defin by (3.6) to

Thus, if we put

(3.28)

we obtairr, from (3.2?),

1) Cf. K. Yano" On the fiat conforl differential gmey I, II. Pr. 21 (1945),
414; 45.
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or

The S(.) and S(2) being both unit hyperspheres, we find

(ct +

f dt Y

from which

(3.29)

Consequently, the differential defined by

(3.30) do

is inviant under any homographic transformation of the projtive pa-

meter. The pameter defin by a [a may be call conformal para-

meter() on the cue. For a ccle, the first vate (t)vshes, and

consequently the conformal parameter does not exist. It plays the r61e of

a mal cue in the conformal geomet.

Substituting

kt)/ and ktt) gvv
in the expression of a, we obtn

(3.31) a =.](gv v ) ds,

where the vector v is defined by (3.12).
The conformal arc lenh o being thus define, the point-hypersphere

(3.32) R0 &A0
is a conformal cuent point on the cue.

Differentiating (3.32) along the cve, we find

(3.33) R() Rt0) A0 + A,

which is also conformal unit hypersphere ohogonal to the curve.
Differentiating the equation (3.33) along the cue, we find

d R() 1 [(" ( d Jo + 0)m + + a ) A + A

The hypershere R(t) being not in general a point-hypersphere, we

shall seek for a fUnCtion 2(t) such that

a oint-hyershere. In order that it Mll be the ca, we must hae

1) K. Yano and Y. MutS" On the conformal arc length. Proc. 17 (1941), 318-322.
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or

(3.35)

guaau + -- 2 --- - + a --22(1) 0,

The 2(1) thus defined is a purely conformal curvature of the curve.
If we put

dR)- ,a)Ro> R,,d
or

(3.36) --R(1) 2(1)R(0)

the Roo) is a point-hypersphele on the unit b.ypersphere Rtl) and satisfy

Ro)R --1.

Sutimtg (3.35), d (3.3) into (3.3), we find

Now, derentiating the relations

Ro)R) --1, R()R() O, R()R() 0

along the cue, we know tt --2(1)R(1)+ ffR() is a hypersphefe passing

through the points g(0) and R() and orthogonal to the unit hypersphere

On the other hand, we have, rom (3.37),

or

(3.38) --2(x)Ra) + ff-R)=
which shows that the hersphere S() is invafit under homographic trans-
formation o the projfive parameter t. Thus, ff we put R()= S(), we have

d(3.39) d R)= 2)R()+ R),

where

0"40) R) -[A0 + vA]
is a unit hypephere pain8 tough the points R(0) and R() and being
orthogonal to the hypersphere

Now, denttg the relations

respect to , we find that --R(0)+ R) is a hypersphere psingwith

through the points Ro) d R{,) d being ohogonal to R
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Thus we can put

or

(3.41) d R) Ro> + 2.)R),da

where R(3) is a unit hypersphere passing through R(0) and R() and orthogonal
to RI)and R.:.

Comparing the equation (3.41) with (3.16) and remembering that Re0)=

da S(0), R,) S(2) and c(1) k( dadt 2’ we find

(3.) R() S(3) and ()= ()/ da
dr"

Prating (3.40) in the form

(3.43) R2) (%)A0 + ()A,
where

(3.44) 2) v va

we have, by differentiation,

v 0

do -dO- + + k d,

and consequently

( +- + daR{o) + R{2}
k da

by viue of the relations
d

Thus, putting

(3.)
we have

o , , 0

o

where ) is a ut vtor ohogonal to ()and ().
fferentiating next the relations

R(o)R(a) =0, R()R(a)=0, R()R(a) O, R(2)R(a)= 0, R(3)(a)= 1

rpt to a, we find that ()R()+ R(3) is a hypersphere passingwith

through the points R(0) and R() and being ohogonal to R(), R) and R(3).
Thus we can put
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oF
d(3.47) Rt3) --3,2)R(2) + () R(4),

where R(4) is a unit hypersphere paing through R(o) d R(.)doogo
to R<), R<2) and R<3.

Compang’(3.47) with (3.18), we find

(3.48) R(4) S(4 and 2(s <s --.
If we put

o(3.49) R(4) (4)Ao + (4)A,
we have, from (3.45) and (3.47),

e3 ,,o: o o

(.50) 1(2 +1’,(3,(1)=-(2)(2)+(3)(4,’0
where ()is a unit vtor orthogonal to l), z)and s).

Proceing in this maer, we shall arve at e foulae

d R(o) R(>, R() () R(o) + R(), R() ( R(t) +
d

(3.51) R(4 --2) R(s) + 2(4) R(),

where R(i), R() R(.) are n mutlly orthogol t hpher all
passing through the points R(0) and R(), R(0) being a int on the cued
R(x) a unit hyrsphe orthogonal to the cue.

Thee are the Frenet formulae for the cue withrt to a co.oral
arc lenh a.

If we put
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(3.54) da

I
---d * ") PI) .-1)<.-,).

Thee e purely comformaI Frenet formulae for the cue with respt

to a conformal parameter .
3. od o/E.
In Paraaph I of the present Chapter, we have tablish the

Fret formulae for a cue in the conformal space by e use of a
tire pameter and in Paragraph 2, we have inoduc a conforma]

parameter on the curve, and we have modi the Frenet formulae
Paaph 1 so as to be purely conformal, that is to say, to be independent
of the choice of the projtive parameter

In the prent Paraaph, we shall show how we can obtain dirtily

the conformal Frenet formulae applying the method of repre mobile of E.
Caftan.

Let us consider a curve (f) in the conformal space C. and attach, at

cn point of the curve, a repere mobile [R0, R,, R, R., R], where
is a point-hypersphere coinciding with e current point of the cue, R, R,

R., . mutually orthogonal hyperspheres paing through the int
and nally R the point of interstion other an R0 of hyperspheres

R2 R. such that R0R --I.
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Then we have, along the curve, formulae of the form
d Ro ooo Ro / oo R1 -t- eooR -k -t- o,on Rn /
dRt oo Ro + coR + eoR + + eOn Rn + eo,o

d R,. o.o Ro + eo, R, + oR + + eon Rn +oR,
(3.55)

dR 0Ro +(R +(R + +(R. + e# R,
tdR=ooRo + R+(oR+ +eoRn +(oR,

where eos are Pfaffi forms with rpt to the principal parameter r which
detmin the position of the point Ro on the cue, and the sonda
pameters u, , ua, which dete the sition of the repute mobile
JR0, R, R, R,, R].

The ier products RoR0=0, RR=0, RoR=--I, RR =3,
RR 0, and RR 0 being all conants, we must have

(3.56) +o =0, oo oo 0,

Consequently, e foulae (3.55) take the form
dRo 0oRo + oo R + eooR + + R,
d Rt oRo + eoR + + eo. R. + eo0 R,

(3.57) d Re eo0 Rv eoR + +eos. R. + eoo R,

dR. o.o Ro o.R o.R --. + oo. R,
dR ooR + eoeo Rs + + eo.o Rn eooo R.

We obsee here that the Pfaffians eo0 do not conin the differentials
of the sonda parameters, for, if we fix the pncipal parameter r, then
the int Ro is fix d consequently eoo 0.

Morver the Pfaffians eo’s must satisfy the stcture equatio

(ooo)’ [oo oo],

(3.58)

where the pme denot the outer devative and the parenthesis the outer
product o the Pfaffis.

We shall now choose the unit hypersphere R, in such a way that R,
should be orogonal to the cue. Then R, elonng to the pencil of
hympher determin by Ro and Ro + d Ro, we have

(3.59) d Ro o,oo Ro +w0, R,
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and

(3.60) 0i=0 (i=2, , n).

Here eo0 is not identically zero, for if w0a----0, the point R0 will be

always fixed. We shall call such a relate the repre mobile of the first

order.

Differentiating (3.60)exteriorly and taking account of (3.60)itself, we find

[o0 ;] O.
Following a lemma of E. Cartan, we have, from the above equation,

(3.61) tmi (Zi tO01.

Differentiating this equation exteriorly and taking account of (3.58),
(3.60) and (3.61), we find

[d ai -at- ai ooo - .’ eta toai -{- t.oio," WOl] 0,

from which

(3.62) d ai + (/.i WOO "+" , eta tOai q-

Thus, if we fix the principal parameter r and vary only the secondary

parameters, we have

( Cti "[" ai Coo -t- ., tZa eai "if- eio O,

whea’e 3 denotes the.differential with respect to the variations of he secondary

parameters, and co()= e.

The above equations show that we can arrange the secondary parameters

in such a way that we have ai O.
If we perform this specialization of tlae repre mobile, we find, from

(3.t51) and (3.62),
(3.63) toni 0

and
(3.64) wi0 fli

respectively. We shall call the repb.re mobile of the second order, a repute
mobile whose relative components w satisfy

(3.65) WOi O, O01i 0

Differentiating (3.64) exteriorly and taking account of (3.58), (3.64) and

(3.65) we find

[d fli + 2 fli woo + 2; i?a wai, w0] 0,
a=2

from which

(3.66) d//i + 2 fl; oo + //. oi ri oo.
a=2
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Thus if we fix the principal parameter r, we find

/ +/00 + : e 0

or the variations of the secondary parameters.
Here, we must consider two cases according as/--0 or/ 0.
I /---0, we have w0 13 rom .64. Thus our ormulae 3.57 take

the form

dRo oooR + wo R,
(3.67) dR ooRo + oo

Subgtituting here R, by a hypersphere of the form a Ro 4-R and
by --o.U Ro / a R, + R, we can put (3.67) in the form

/Ro ooo Ro + wo, R,

dR.o-- co0o R.
The, multiplying Ro and R, by a suitable factor and dividing R.o by

the same factor, we obtain finally

d Ro d0 R,
{’8.;8) dR, oo, R,,

If we put wo, --dr, we have

-’d R=d, R,, -R, R..,

thus, the curves for which// m 0 are circles of the conformal space
Let us return to the general case 3; 0. In this ease, the equations

"hich give $//i show that we can arrange the secondary parameters in such
a way that we have 3-- 1 and //i 0 (j--3, 4, n).

Then we have, from 0.64) and 0.),
0.69) oo
0.0) oio 0 (:=3, 4, n)

and
(3.71) 2 woo Y2 o0,, w2 y/

respectively.

We shall call the repute mobile of the third order a epere mobile whose
relative components satisfy the relations

(3.72) woi O, w,i O, o2o ’o, oio 0
(j 3, 4,

the relations (3.71) being its consequences.
For a rep6re mobile of the third order, we have
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(dolY d oo (c) ao (d) 3 wo (d) O,

which shows that w01 is an intrinsic quantity of the curve. We shall call it

differential of the conformal arc length and denote it by da.

Differentiating exteriorly the first of the equations (3.71), and taking

account of the relations (3.58), (3.71) and (3.72), we fnd

[d 72 + 72 woo + 2 wlo, to01] 0,
consequently

(3.73)
from which

dr + 7 woo + 2 wlo 02 wol,

3 T2 -t- T2 eoo / 2 el0 0

for the variations of the secondary parameters. This equation shows that

we can arrange the secondary parameters in such a way that we have 72 0,

and consequently

(3.74) woo 0

and
(3.75) 2 Io 0 too.

Differentiating exteriorly the second of the equations (3.71), and taking

account of the relations (3.58), (3.71), (3.72) and (3.73), we find

[dr + v r ,o, ,,,o] o,
b=3

from which .(3.76) d

Consequently we have

( TJ b=37b eby 0

for the variations of the secondary parameters.

If 7--= O, we have, from 3.71), o O, and the formulae 3.57 take the

form

fd Ro w01R1,

R1 wl0 R1 + w01 R,
(3.77)

|dR, (OlO R1 + wol R2,

tdR wo Ro,
thus, the curve is a curve on a two-dimensional sphere.

If 7i70, the equations giving 37i show that we can arrange the

secondary parameters in such a way that we have 7k 0 (k 4, 5 n),
and consequently

(3.78) w2 0,

(3.79) eo2 73 too,
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and
(3.80) o8 0 w0.

We shall call the repre mobile of the fourth order a repre mobile
whose relative components satisfy the relations

(3.81) woi O, wli O, oo.o wol, wyo=0, w00=0, wk=0

(i=2, 3 n; .]=3, 4 n; k’=4, 5 n),
relations (3.75) and (3.79) and (3.80) being its consequences.

For a repute mobile of the fourth order, we have

(o)’ d,o0 (3) 3 ,o0 (d) 0.
1But, the equation (3.75)shows that wl0($)= 2-0.w0(3)= 0, and con-

sequently
3 o0(d) 0.

Thus, wo is an intrinsic quantity of the curve, so we shall put

(3.82) wl0

O901
and call. it the first conformal curvature of the curve.

For such a repere, we have also
(O928)’ d 0)23 () ( ’023 (d) 0.

But, the equation (3.79) shows that w2a(9)= ’3 co01 (3)= 0, and consequently
3 w23 (d) 0.

Thus w2 is an intrinsic quantity of the curve, and consequently we
shall put

(3.83) __W2: 22,
w0

and call it the second conformal curvature of the curve.
Continuing in this way, we shall arrive at the formulae

,d Ro da RI,
d R1 2t da R1 + da R,,,,
dR,,, 2 doR + do R2,

(3.84) dRz da Ro + 2z da R,
d R3 ,3 do R3 + 1 do R4,

dRn 2n- da Rn- 1,

which coincide with (3.51).
The quantities d o, 21, 22 /,,-x appearing in these formmae being

purely conformal invariants, we can develop here the theory oi natural

equations for a curve in the conformal space

1) A. Fialkow" The conformal theory of curves. Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. U.S.A., 26

(I940), 437-439.


